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Abstract 

In this paper researchers investigate thorough analysis of stocks from different sectors in order to estimate beta values 

and thus creating optimum portfolio of estimated low β values. 

There are many traditional as well modern stock market theories prevalent in the system to facilitate common investors 

to enhance their returns from the stock market. Investors usually only focus on expected returns from their investments 

in the stock market and the forego various types of systematic and unsystematic risks involved in their investments in 

stock market that is basically risky way for investment. 

Therefore this paper is an attempt to inculcate some basic as well as advance knowledge to create awareness about 

various types of risks involved in their investments. In this paper we, researchers have considered beta to be measured 

of different stocks taken from various sectors in the stock market. 
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1. Introduction 

Risk of any class whether controllable or un controllable can’t be avoided in nature but can be reduced by 

diversification of portfolio specifically in share market investment.Each investors before making investment in share 

market needs know some basic information about Risk , types of risks, and other basic information about their 

investment. In that regard many investment theories were brought to their notice amongst them one theory known as 

Capital Asset Pricing Model (CAPM) initially developed by William Sharpe became very famous that best described 

the use of beta (systematic risk), Rf (risk free rate) and overall market rate of return in order to calculate required rate of 

return from the stock. 

He gave following formula to calculate to know required rate 

Rr % = Rf+ [β x(Mr – Rf)] 

Where Rr> Required rate of return 

Beta (β) range from -1 to +1 

Mr> Market rate of return 

Rf> Risk free rate 

But this model is workable if beta of security is known and if not then it is recommended to ascertain beta of stock to be 

familiar with whether to include that stock in portfolio or not to take account of in portfolio. 

In this paper researchers will give their best expertise understanding about estimating of beta to make investors aware of 

their systematic risk with the following conjecture as mentioned below: 

If β >1 then it is expected that volatility of stock will be more than market. 

β < 1 then it is expected that volatility of stock will be less than market. 

β =1 it is expected that volatility of stock will move with the market. 

Let’s take one example to understand β that if stock of particular stock is found to be 1.2 then stock is considered 20 % 
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more volatile than stock market as a whole. 

In more simplified version that if market moves 10 % then particular stock tends to move up by 12 % i.e. more volatility 

of stock and this will be applied to all betas. 

2. Need for Study 

In today’s parlance each and every investor tries to magnify their returns by investing in risky assets since it is based on 

one basic rule i. e. Higher the Risk, Higher the Return. 

But in such investments merely commitment of money is not sufficient but it requires at least some basic knowledge about 

analysis of stocks. Investors need know some stock market theories based on various types of risks and returns involved in 

stocks. 

That is why researchers were enthused and motivated to bring some common understanding to ascertain β in various 

stocks amongst different sectors. 

Here in this research paper we have been aiming at helping novice but high risk taking investors to construct such 

portfolio by estimating β values to assess various risk factors usually uncontrollable by nature to enhance their returns 

from their investment. 

Researchers by doing in depth analysis have selected therefore three booming sectors in the Indian stock market (BSE) 

such as- Healthcare, Software and Banking. 

We further assume that aforesaid sectors are one of the best performing sectors and hence picked 3 performing companies 

from each sector depending from their historical performances in the stock market. 

3. Objective of Research 

 Applying CAPM to estimate β values of various stocks 

 To pick 9 stocks from 3 different sectors and analyze their β values 

 To build up diversified portfolio by picking just 5 companies with their lower βs. 

4. Literature Review 

Ante Parkovic (2011) stated that CAPM was one of most trusted financial economy models highlighted various aspects of 

risk and its estimation. He further explained in his paper that stocks with higher beta gave higher returns than stocks with 

lower beta value. But further concluded in his research paper that beta alone can’t be considered for creating diversified 

portfolio. Andrea Frazzini (2013) described same Capital Asset Pricing Model and later gave relationship between BAB 

( Betting Against Beta) factor and low beta securities as well as high beta securities in the model that he proposed. In his 

research he gave concept of leveraged portfolios and unleveraged portfolios to suit risk preferences of investors. Omar 

(2017) gave another theory based on Sharpe Index Model and discussed excess to return beta ratio and concluded better 

concept than Markowitz theory of risk and return of portfolio. Nikolaos G. Theriou (2016) discussed in his research paper 

that all returns on stocks tend to move with systematic risks i.e. beta values of stocks. In his paper he conceptualized 

CAPM and studied Athens stock exchange and included financial and insurance companies listed in the concerned stock 

market and interpret results by estimating beta values of such companies in aforesaid sectors. Bali & Robert (2016) in 

their paper elaborated the significance of dynamic conditional beta and daily returns of stocks. They also analyzed that 

stocks with high beta value have chances to yield high returns than low beta values that have low chances to yield returns 

from securities. Wiesław, Dębski and Świderski (2016) in their research paper explained various phases of stock market 

and analyzed movements of beta values in Bullish and Bearish market. In their paper they thoroughly studied 134 

different stocks and their beta values during 2005-13 and thus gave in depth interpretation about bull and bear market with 

respect of their beta values movements. Another cited research paper in which Yin Foo(2016) stated about sharia and non 

sharia portfolio of securities and then compared their betas in bull as well bear market. Brennan (1988) gave absolutely 

brilliant theory about stock movements after split and then their changes in beta values , this proven insights in estimating 

beta of various stocks in simple manner for investors. Banz, R.W. (1981) argued that not only risk and return on stocks 

have relationship but also market value of stocks traded in market and their return in terms of their trading in secondary 

market as well as return in terms of dividend and bonuses. Singh, R. (2008) discussed in his research that beta is 

fundamental unit to measure financial and investment portfolios, later he also gave conclusion that fewer studies done so 

far to ascertain beta coefficient to analyze investment portfolio. 

While going through number of articles and research papers, contributions of so many scholars like Blume, M.E. (1971), 

Bhaduri, S. Durai, S. (2006), Benson, P.G. (1982), Deb, Misra, S. (2011) in their work in estimating beta values can’t be 

denied and recommended to study for researchers . 
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5. Industry and Company Analysis for Beta Calculations 

Researchers have done their own criterion for selection of sectors and respective companies to construct optimum 

diversified portfolio with respect to their lowered betas. 

Following conditions were carefully monitored for the selection of Industries and Companies as mentioned below- 

 Fundamental Analysis of economy for selection of scrips from different sectors, 

 Market Capitalization, EPS and P/E ratios of concerned companies(S/W, Healthcare and Infrastructure ) three 

companies taken from each sector 

 10 years index return(SENSEX) and companies’ returns 

6. Research Methodology 

Particulars Description 

Sample Size 

Sectors :- 3 sectors taken from the Index i.e. Software, Healthcare, and Infrastructure 
Companies :- 9 companies taken 
Software ( Wipro, TCS, Infosys),  
Healthcare( Sun, Cipla, Glaxo), 
Infrastructure(Siemens, L& T,ABB) 

Data Collection 
Industries and respective companies are selected on industry, company and other required analyses 
in which 10 years data taken for our study 

Research Design Descriptive and Quantitative 

Sources of Data 
Secondary data collected through money control and BSE India (10 Years data from 2009 -2018 
(Feb) taken for study) 

Method for 
calculation of β 

Covariance of two assets i.e. Stock and Market Index 

Data Analysis Covariance, Spearman’s Correlation, Regression 

7. Significance of Data of Companies in Software Sector 

 

 

The value of R is 0.867. By normal standards, the association between the two variables would be considered 

statistically significant. 
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The value of R is 0.818. By normal standards, the association between the two variables would be considered 

statistically significant. 

 

 

The value of R is 0.964. By normal standards, the association between the two variables would be considered 

statistically significant 
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The value of R is 0.673. By normal standards, the association between the two variables would be considered 

statistically significant. 

 

 
The value of R is 0.758. By normal standards, the association between the two variables would be considered 

statistically significant. 
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The value of R is 0.624. By normal standards, the association between the two variables would be considered 

statistically significant. 

 

 
The value of R is 0.90303. By normal standards, the association between the two variables would be considered 

statistically significant. 
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The value of R is 0.915. By normal standards, the association between the two variables would be considered 

statistically significant. 

 

 

 

The value of R is 0.903. By normal standards, the association between the two variables would be considered 

statistically significant. 
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Let’s now take a look frequency table of Sensex data range for the period of 10 years 

 

8. Analysis and Interpretations 

On the basis of three sectors and three companies from each sector taken in our study as mentioned in our research 

methodology we have used co variance between two assets i.e. stock and index in our study, betas have been calculated. 

Following tables in each sector described respective beta. In the table 1 we have calculated β for software sector and out 

of that three companies on the basis of market capitalization and P/E Ratio have been taken into account. As we see that 

β of Infosys, Wipro and TCS were found to be less than one (β<1) that means selected stocks are less volatile than the 

current market and this will make investment feasible in those scrips in S/W sector and also it was found that β value of 

Wipro is least volatile followed by Infosys and TCS and could be considered preferred stock in the created portfolio. 

Table 1. β Values of Companies in Software Sector 

 

Similarly we have calculated β values for healthcare sector and thus three companies named Sun Pharmaceuticals, Cipla 

and Glaxo Smithcline were selected and their β values calculated and found less volatile than overall market. 

Also found that Cipla has emerged least volatile company with β value of 0.015113532 from investment preference. 
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Table 2. β Values of Companies in Healthcare Sector 

 

Similarly we have calculated β values for infrastructure sector and thus three companies named Siemens, L& T and 

ABB were selected and their β values (<1) calculated and found less volatile than overall market. 

Also found that Siemens has emerged least volatile company with β value of 0.033809924 from investment preference. 

Table 3. β Values of Companies in Infrastructure Sector 

 

Now at the end of our analysis we researchers have ranked these below mentioned companies with respect to their 

lowest beta values with the purpose of investment while bearing lower risk and thus suggest including in the portfolio 

and allocating investment funds accordingly. 

 
9. Limitations of Research 

During our research based study we have found certain unavoidable limitations as mentioned below- 
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 Due to time constraint only 3 sectors selected 

 Portfolio construction is based on only β values as per Capital Asset Pricing Model 

 Expected future uncertainties of stocks not considered Only historical data considered during stocks analysis 

10. Conclusion 

During our study we have made an attempt to focus the relevance of systematic risk factors and its measurement through 

calculations of β values of stocks despite the fact that it is merely simple but crucial part of study. 

To make investors (slightly risk takers or risk averse ) aware of role and significance of estimated β values of stocks before 

doing investment. 

We have drawn conclusion on the basis of Beta calculations of stocks for the purpose of monitoring performance for 

investors who do not have enough understanding of analysis but willing to invest in share market. 

Researchers have carefully monitored and analyzed three sectors infrastructure, healthcare and software depending upon 

their huge demand in Indian market. 

During our research we were quite aware about basic fundamental analysis of stocks such as industry as well company 

analysis as we did in our study. 

11. Scope of Further Study 

Although researchers have left no stone unturned to make this paper as panacea for novice investors who want moderate 

returns in stocks but due to their limited knowledge they were not able to dare to invest in stock market. 

While writing this research paper many more advanced analysis were due but to see the length of the paper, researchers 

have not extended and elaborated their research and left plenty of scope for further study where to be more accurate in 

estimating risks (controllable as well uncontrollable) and diversification of companies with inclusion of Beta to Access 

Ratio along with some share market valuation models, dividend distribution theories such as Walter and Gordon’s 

model and their role in investment in stocks to get higher returns with minimized returns  in the further research. 
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